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The entire way people and goods travel from point A to point B is changing, driven by a series of converging technological and social trends: the rapid growth of carsharing and ridesharing; the increasing viability of electric and alternative powertrains; new, lightweight materials; and the growth of connected and, ultimately, autonomous vehicles.

The extended auto ecosystem’s various elements are coalescing to realize that dream sooner than expected, which means that incumbents and disruptors need to move at top speed to get on board.

Skepticism persists and uncertainty abounds, but we have seen surprising agreement that a fundamental shift is driving a move away from personally owned, driver-driven vehicles and toward a future mobility system centered around (but not exclusively composed of) driverless vehicles and shared mobility.

Given this dynamic and changing environment, many questions remain:

• How quickly will the future arrive, and how sweeping will the changes be?
• What will the new ecosystem look like, and how will it operate?
• Where will value be created and captured?
• How should an organization transform its strategy, business model, product portfolio, and capabilities to succeed?

This paper aims to advance the collective thinking around answering these questions. It extends our initial perspectives and incorporates new insights and analyses gained from an extensive and ongoing dialogue with most of the key players driving these changes. Ultimately, we hope this paper provides a roadmap of sorts, helping stakeholders determine where to play and how to win.
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A number of forces are converging to change the way people and goods travel from point A to point B. The resulting new mobility ecosystem could have wide-reaching impacts that span a host of industries and players.

The entire way people and goods travel from point A to point B is changing, driven by a series of converging technological and social trends: the rapid growth of carsharing and ridesharing; the increasing viability of electric and alternative powertrains; new, lightweight materials; and the growth of connected and, ultimately, autonomous vehicles. The result is the emergence of a new ecosystem of mobility that could offer faster, cheaper, cleaner, safer, more efficient, and more customized travel.

While uncertainty abounds, in particular about the speed of the transition, a fundamental shift is driving a move away from personally owned, driver-driven vehicles and toward a future mobility system centered around (but not exclusively composed of) driverless vehicles and shared mobility. The shift will likely affect far more than automakers—industries from insurance and health care to energy and media should reconsider how they create value in this emerging environment.

What’s our view of the future of mobility?
We believe a series of technological and social forces, including the emergence of connected, electric, and autonomous vehicles and shifting attitudes toward mobility, are likely to profoundly change the way people and goods move about. As these trends unfold, four concurrent “future states” could emerge within a new mobility ecosystem, emanating from the intersection of who owns the vehicle and who operates the vehicle (figure 1).

Figure 1. Four potential future states

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extent to which autonomous vehicle technologies become pervasive:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Depends upon several key factors as catalysts or deterrents—e.g., technology, regulation, social acceptance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Vehicle technologies will increasingly become &quot;smart&quot;; the human-machine interface shifts toward greater machine control</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extent to which vehicles are personally owned or shared:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Depends upon personal preferences and economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Higher degree of shared ownership increases system-wide asset efficiency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Fully autonomous drive means that the vehicle’s central processing unit has full responsibility for controlling its operation and is inherently different from the most advanced form of driver assist. It is demarcated in the figure above with a clear dividing line (an “equator”).

---
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1. **Personally owned driver-driven:** This vision of the future sees private ownership remaining the norm as consumers opt for the forms of privacy, flexibility, security, and convenience that come with owning a vehicle. While incorporating driver-assist technologies, this future state assumes that fully autonomous drive doesn’t completely displace driver-controlled vehicles anytime soon.

2. **Shared driver-driven:** The second future state anticipates continued growth of shared access to vehicles through ridesharing and carsharing. Economic scale and increased competition drive the expansion of shared vehicle services into new geographic territories and more specialized customer segments. As shared mobility serves a greater proportion of local transportation needs, multivehicle households can begin reducing the number of cars they own, while others may eventually abandon ownership altogether.

3. **Personally owned autonomous:** The third state is one in which autonomous drive technology proves viable, safe, convenient, and economical, yet private ownership continues to prevail. Drivers still prefer owning their own vehicles but seek driverless functionality for its safety and convenience. This future sees a proliferation of highly customized, personalized vehicles catering to families or individuals with specific needs.

4. **Shared autonomous:** The fourth future state anticipates a convergence of both the autonomous and vehicle-sharing trends. Mobility management companies and fleet operators offer a range of passenger experiences to meet widely varied needs at differentiated price points. Taking off first in urban areas but spreading to the suburbs, this future state provides seamless mobility across modes that is faster, cheaper, cleaner, safer, and more convenient than today.

While we have seen surprising agreement that a fundamental shift is driving a move away from personally owned, driver-driven vehicles and toward a future mobility system centered around (but not exclusively composed of) driverless vehicles and shared mobility, there are two profoundly different visions about how this future could evolve. The incremental “insider” perspective of industry incumbents believes that today’s system can progress in an orderly, linear fashion, in which the current industry assets and fundamental structure remain essentially intact. The “disrupter” view of new entrants envisions a tipping-point approach to a very different future, one that offers great promise and potential societal benefits (see figure 2).

---

3. By autonomy and autonomous vehicles (AV), we refer to stage 4 of the NHTSA’s scale of autonomy—i.e., full self-driving automation in which the passengers are not expected to take control for the entire duration of travel.
Within the high-tech community, many companies are working to arrive at something radically different than today’s system of personally owned driver-driven passenger automobiles. According to this perspective, which we label the disrupter view, a new age is dawning, featuring fully autonomous cars accessible on demand. Progress toward it might be measured at first, but before long, a tipping point would occur, after which the momentum of change could gather speed.

Most insiders, heavily invested in the current auto industry, see change evolving slowly toward a future that retains its roots in what exists today. Many major auto companies are pursuing strategies that address the converging forces incrementally, creating future option value while preserving flexibility. These industry players’ efforts and investments seem to be yielding a steady stream of benefits for customers. For example, in introducing connected-car technology, manufacturers offer drivers many of the benefits associated with autonomous drive without fundamentally altering how humans currently interact with vehicles.

A New Ecosystem Enables Seamless Intermodal Mobility

As these changes unfold, there will likely be massive shifts in economic value, which could increasingly be derived from consumer-centric data, systems, and services-oriented business models. Enabling seamless intermodal mobility would require a future ecosystem that is much more complex than today’s extended automotive industry. New opportunities will likely emerge to deliver the diverse experiences that customers demand. Companies can look to design new products, services, and solutions that serve each future state and multiple modes of travel simultaneously—or accept a narrowing of their future horizons in a more diverse mobility ecosystem. Both incumbents and disruptors are beginning to stake out positions, and in the process providing the contours for how that ecosystem might look (see figure 3).

**Figure 3. The future mobility ecosystem**

Source: Deloitte analysis.
Vehicle development
The development and manufacturing of cars (and trucks, buses, trains, and bikes) will likely continue to provide a critical source of value. But like the mobility ecosystem as a whole, the carmaking business could be more complex than ever. New products will likely emerge, from small utilitarian autonomous “pods” to highly customized, personally owned self-driving cars. And the changes won’t be limited to the passenger auto: Self-driving technology will likely infuse trains, buses, commercial trucks, and other forms of transit, demanding that developers and manufacturers evolve their capabilities accordingly.

Enabling the in-vehicle transit experience
The in-vehicle transit experience will increasingly be a defining feature of the future of mobility. “Experience enablers”—content providers, in-vehicle service providers, data and analytics companies, advertisers, entertainment equipment providers, and social media companies—will likely clamor to make the in-transit experience whatever we want it to be: relaxing, productive, or entertaining. Many of the capabilities in this space already exist but could be vastly expanded to become even more immersive and interactive: high-quality content creation, effective content sourcing, targeted advertising, and product placement. New needs could emerge as data and analytics support not only entertainment but a broader set of experiences.

Infrastructure enablers
The safe and efficient movement of people and goods hinges critically on underlying infrastructure, a fact that will likely be just as true tomorrow as it is today. Accordingly, the important role played by providers of both physical infrastructure and energy infrastructure would persist. Transit stations, roads, highways, waterways, and public parking could become even more interconnected as customers increasingly expect multimodal transportation.

In addition to these physical assets, a parallel digital infrastructure could emerge that will be every bit as critical as roads and bridges. As data becomes the new oil, companies—including providers of telecommunications, cybersecurity, and operating systems—can capture value by providing fast, safe, reliable, and ubiquitous connectivity for all the data that the future mobility ecosystem requires.

Mobility management
Today, ride-hailing companies act as network orchestrators, connecting people requiring a service with those offering that service. Along with automotive original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), however, many of these companies are pursuing a more integrated set of mobility options and services. These efforts are tangible demonstrations of the future of mobility management. As providers begin to set up infrastructure, autonomous technologies are tested and proven, and the in-vehicle experience improves, we are seeing indications that an integrator could emerge to connect autonomous vehicles and other modes of transit to the end consumer. Fully realized mobility advisers will likely look to enable a seamless intermodal transportation experience, ensuring easy access, exemplary in-transit experience, a smooth payment process, and overall customer satisfaction. They would take into consideration customer preference, traffic data, and other circumstances to arrive at the most convenient and cost-effective mobility plan—whether that entails a shared car, a train, a bike, or all of them.

We see both customer-facing and asset-owning dimensions to mobility management, and while the two roles are distinct, in practice a company could fill both of them simultaneously. The mobility adviser directly interfaces with the customer, who would expect a customized experience that relies on the mobility assistant’s ability to execute trip planning, adjust routes to allow for traffic and disruptions, and handle payments. A variety of technology companies that collect consumer business data (for example, venue information and activity information) could work with the mobility managers and end-consumer businesses to enhance the user’s experience. Social networks would further enhance the user experience by suggesting consumer preferences to shape the journey. And navigation providers will likely look to optimize routes using prime data from environment and weather companies.

Because shared autonomous vehicles will likely play a critical role in the future mobility landscape, especially in cities, fleet operation is a second opportunity to create value around mobility management. Fleet operators would deploy a range of vehicles matched to users’ preferences, managing their upkeep and storage, and leverage enhanced smart routing capabilities to match supply and demand effectively.
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5. Andrew Slaughter and Thomas Shattuck, Your mileage may vary, Deloitte University Press, November 15, 2016; Powering the future of mobility, Deloitte University Press, forthcoming
The roles described here are illustrative and not exhaustive, but many players will vie for these new opportunities. Winning in many cases would require significant transformation of their business system and operating model. While some stakeholders may find themselves naturally well positioned for certain opportunity spaces or value-capture strategies, others could find themselves at a disadvantage. The future need not take companies by surprise, however. The key lies in understanding your capabilities against the emerging needs of the ecosystem to decide “where to play” and “how to win”.

What are the impacts of the future of mobility?
The transition toward a new mobility ecosystem could have wide-reaching impacts that span a host of industries and players, including—but not limited to:

Global automotive OEMs face momentous and difficult decisions. OEMs will need to determine if they should evolve from a (relatively) fixed capital production, first-transaction, product-sale business into one centered on being an end-to-end mobility services provider. This would represent a profound business model change and the development of entirely new capabilities to be competitively and sustainably viable.

The traditional capabilities of vehicle manufacturers and suppliers will likely need to expand, collaborating with autonomous vehicle technology suppliers, software developers, and others to provide a much broader range of product choices. There are complex economics in being able to manufacture vehicles similar to today’s mass-produced driver-owned cars, highly customized personally owned autonomous vehicles, and utilitarian pods for urban environments. Manufacturers will likely require not only today’s traditional supply chains but new manufacturing capabilities that allow advanced, low-cost, efficient customization. They will need to determine if they should redesign their business model to compete in all four future states or to focus on one segment.

Automotive suppliers would have to adjust as OEMs transform. Portfolio economics may be challenged as value shifts toward software and systems that define the ride experience. New entrants have already started upending competition in the supply base and are likely to continue to do so. Selling parts, components, and systems may be insufficient to deliver desired returns to shareholders, necessitating that suppliers look to new offerings and adjacent markets. And in order to access the assets and capabilities to compete in the future, suppliers may have to collaborate across a web of relationships with participants different than those in today’s more linear supply chain.

Technology firms are driving much of the change under way. These companies have shown to be adept at building large, complex information networks and operating systems, introducing artificial intelligence to help minimize human error and randomness, creating compelling environments that drive consumer behavior, and creating digital communities. They view the vehicle
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as another platform in a multidevice world. Vehicle sensors and personal devices could generate ever-greater amounts of data, with insights producing personalized customer experiences and delivering targeted advertising and services. Integrated information systems can enable effective intermodal transportation. And mobile, wireless, location-based systems can create opportunities for dynamic-pricing, single-payment, and consumption-based models to become much more prevalent. Technology leaders in general appear to be in highly advantaged positions to capture this information and data-based value.

Cargo delivery and long-haul trucking currently face significant challenges that the future mobility ecosystem could alleviate. In the most ambitious version of the future, cargo transportation and delivery systems could become predominantly driverless through daisy chains or remote operation—an appealing scenario, considering the Indian trucking industry’s growing labor shortages. Autonomous vehicles offer a way to overcome restrictions on hours driven and increase capital utilization. As “last-mile” delivery becomes increasingly important with the rise of e-commerce, digitization and new supply concepts in urban areas (such as shared assets) could become more crucial.

Insurers face a complex set of strategic questions in how they will serve various segments, geographies, and demographic groups depending on which future states take hold. Operating within a heavily regulated environment, insurers will likely have to continue supporting the classic insurance model, in which accidents are often the result of driver error, while also adapting to an autonomous-drive world where the risk is more technical, related to systemic failure of a self-guided vehicle. Where risk pools change in demographic composition, dramatic changes in cost structure could ensue. Alternatively, the flood of new information provided by connected vehicles offers the opportunity to more accurately judge risk.

What should Indian Companies do next?
Depending on your perspective, the changes discussed in this paper—shared mobility, autonomous vehicles, and seamless intermodal transit—may seem thrilling or daunting. Any actor involved in the movement of people and goods should begin identifying now where it wants to play in the new mobility ecosystem.

Evaluate the potential impact:
Each player should analyze how and by how much the future of mobility will impact their current business or operations. The magnitude of the transformation is likely to be sizeable, the velocity of change could be rapid, and businesses and governments will likely have to operate in a multistate, multimodal future that demands flexibility and adaptability. While

the change may seem distant, the time frame for adoption could shrink surprisingly quickly. An analysis would give management a more empirical understanding and help build consensus around the degree of urgency required to make the transition to the new mobility ecosystem.

Determine which role or roles you aspire to in the new mobility ecosystem: While change is imminent, new opportunities will likely continue to emerge and expand. Amid the ecosystem’s complexity, we anticipate the emergence of distinct value creation roles. These roles are closely linked and would require collaboration to serve the customer. The car-centric extended automotive industry is likely to become a customer-centric mobility ecosystem, where the focus will be on the experience of moving from point A to point B—rather than the physical vehicle itself.

Assess how your current capabilities match those required for future success: Not all opportunities are created equal. Stakeholders should carefully examine their own capabilities against those required to succeed in their chosen role. This paper only scratches the surface of the opportunity spaces. In reality, there are a host of players and capabilities that could support and enable the ecosystem.

Evaluate competitive intensity, and be clear-eyed about how you stack up against incumbents in that space: You will not be alone in seeking to capture value in the new mobility ecosystem. Many players—both incumbents and disrupters—are already making moves to play.

Develop a road map to build the needed capabilities: Enterprise transformation rarely happens overnight and takes time and planning. Understanding the broader ecosystem and the required capabilities can help companies and governments better lay out their path to success, whether that be through acquisition, partnership, or internal development. Part of this journey will likely require making hard decisions around your winning aspiration.
The Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) works to create and sustain an environment conducive to the development of India, partnering industry, Government, and civil society, through advisory and consultative processes.
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